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The columns of our journals are more often given up to operative dentistry, or to theoretical discussions of supposed to be scientific matters, than to the every-day needs of the worker at the laboratory bench. We visit our neighbor, and he takes us cheerfully into his office, but To mix plaster, put in the cup at the outset about as much water as judgment indicates will be needed. To add water later is a mistake. Drop in the plaster a little at a time, allowing it to disappear below the surface before adding any more; repeat this till the plaster protrudes above the water, which refuses to take up any more. Then stir vigorously with a smooth clean knife and a mixture moderately stiff, and perfectly smooth will reward you. The more it is stirred the more quickly it will set, and the stifier it gets. Use it for the purpose in hand when it has reached the required consistency. To procure a lower impression, put but little plaster in the tray, place plaster around the teeth in the mouth with the knife, being sure to cover all surfaces of the teeth; then quickly insert the tray and let the mass harden, and remove as before.
In very difficult cases, where the teeth are long and perhaps loose, dispense with the tray altogether. When the material is sufficiently set, split it into sections with a sharp pen-knife, and afterwards join the fractured pieces together as before.
To pour a model, use a shaving brush, and with soaplather, thoroughly soap the surface of the impression, especially in the pits for the teeth, and be careful to wash all the suds off afterward; otherwise the surface of the model will be pitted. Mix the plaster moderately thin. Have the surface of the impression saturated, and a little water in the pits for the teeth. Start the plaster into the last molar and let it fill up and run over into the other pits, forcing out the water ahead of it until all are filled. Then turn the impression over and shake the plaster out of the impression back into the cup. This insures a thin film of plaster over the entire surface. To mix plaster and sand for investment of gold pieces, drop sand into water, and without stirring pour off as much water as will run out. If now half the quantity of plaster be added, vigorous stirring will produce a mass of the proper consistency. At first it will appear stiff, but by stirring the sand will soon yield enough water to saturate the plaster, when the whole will become incorporated.
